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Wireless communications is one of the most active areas of research over the
past and the current decades. In fact, the demand for wireless services has been
changing from the regular voice telephony services to mixed voice, data, and
multimedia services over the wireless media. Since the mid-1990s, the wireless
industry has been advancing at an incredible speed. For example, the 2G cellular
systems (such as GSM, D-AMPS, and IS-95) have significantly improved
the spectral efficiency and network capacity to support wireless telephony
services. Fueled by the explosion of demands for applications over the fixedline
and broadband Internet access, there is a parallel development in the wireless
domains to support high-quality and high-speed data and multimedia
services. For example, we have the development of 3G systems (CDMA2000,
UMTS), 3.5G systems (HSDPA,EV-DO,EV-DV), B3G systems (Beyond 3G),
wireless LAN (IEEE 802.11a/b/g), ultrawideband (UWB) systems, and Wi-
MAX (IEEE 802.16) as well as Wi-MAN (IEEE 802.20) systems. These technologies
have spurred a lot of research in the signal processing and cross-layer
design for wireless communications.

Realizing reliable and efficient communications over the wireless channel
has been a very challenging topic for over 50 years. This is attributed to the
hostile nature of the wireless channel in the form of rapid time variation,
extreme fading, and multipath. For instance, the transmission of signals over
the wireless channels is affected by time-varying channel attenuation, called
fading. The received signal strength can fluctuate over a wide range of 80dB
in the order of milliseconds. On one occasion, the transmission may experience
good fading and the transmission error probability will be low. On the
other hand, the transmission may experience bad fading on other occasions
and the error probability will be high. Hence, in general, the fading effects of
wireless channels impose additional challenges for signal transmissions
besides the regular channel noise.Two very promising more recent approaches
address the challenging problems of wireless transmissions: the multipleantenna
technologies and the cross-layer transmitter adaptation designs.
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High Performance Cloud Auditing and ApplicationsSpringer, 2013

	This book mainly focuses on cloud security and high performance computing for cloud auditing. The book discusses emerging challenges and techniques developed for high performance semantic cloud auditing, and presents the state of the art in cloud auditing, computing and security techniques with focus on technical aspects and feasibility of...
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Problem and Solution to Mechanical EngineeringNew Age Publications, 2007

	Mechanical Engineering being core subject of engineering and Technology, is taught to almost all branches of engineering, throughout the world. The subject covers various topics as evident from the course content, needs a compact and lucid book covering all the topics in one volume. Keeping this in view the authors have written this book,...
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Design Computing and Cognition '10Springer, 2010

	This volume contains the refereed and revised papers of the Fourth International Conference on Design Computing and Cognition (DCC'10), held in Stuttgart, Germany. The material in this book represents the state-of-the-art research and developments in design computing and design cognition.


	The papers are grouped under the...
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Science and Technology in Medicine: An Illustrated Account Based on Ninety-Nine Landmark Publications from Five CenturiesSpringer, 2006

	The history and evolution of the fields of science and medicine are symbiotically linked and thus are mutually dependent. Discoveries in one domain have allowed for progress in the other, and it is nearly impossible to study one area in isolation. The influence of science and technologic discoveries on medicine has profoundly impacted the way...
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ASP.NET 3.5 CMS DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
ASP.NET 3.5 is equipped with a built-in security system, standard design templates, and easy configurations for database connections, which make it the ideal language for building a content management system. With the strong community support for the ASP.NET platform, you can be assured that what you write today will be around and supported for...
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The Unofficial Guide Walt Disney World 2011 (Unofficial Guides)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	THE AUTHORS AND RESEARCHERS of this guide specifically and categorically declare that they are and always have been totally independent of the Walt Disney Company, Inc.; of Disneyland, Inc.; of Walt Disney World, Inc.; and of any and all other members of the Disney corporate family not listed.


	The material in this guide originated...
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